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Research & Development at Research & Development at 
UMBC DIADIC Laboratory and AGNIKUMBC DIADIC Laboratory and AGNIK

Data mining for Distributed and Ubiquitous Data mining for Distributed and Ubiquitous 
Environments.Environments.

AgnikAgnik, LLC: A Spin, LLC: A Spin--off from DIADIC Lab, off from DIADIC Lab, 
specializing on mobile and distributed data specializing on mobile and distributed data 
mining and management. (mining and management. (www.agnik.comwww.agnik.com))



Data Mining and Distributed Data Mining (DDM)Data Mining and Distributed Data Mining (DDM)

Data Mining: Scalable analysis of data by paying careful Data Mining: Scalable analysis of data by paying careful 
attention to the resources:attention to the resources:

computing,computing,
communication,communication,
storage, andstorage, and
humanhuman--computer interaction.computer interaction.

Distributed data mining (DDM): Mining data using distributed Distributed data mining (DDM): Mining data using distributed 
resources. resources. 



Distributed Data Mining: Application DomainsDistributed Data Mining: Application Domains

Mining Large Databases from distributed sitesMining Large Databases from distributed sites
Grid data mining in Earth Science, Astronomy, CounterGrid data mining in Earth Science, Astronomy, Counter--terrorism, Bioinformaticsterrorism, Bioinformatics

Monitoring Multiple time critical data streamsMonitoring Multiple time critical data streams
Monitoring vehicle data streams in realMonitoring vehicle data streams in real--timetime
Monitoring physiological data streamsMonitoring physiological data streams

Analyzing data in Lightweight Sensor Networks and Mobile devicesAnalyzing data in Lightweight Sensor Networks and Mobile devices
Limited network bandwidth  Limited network bandwidth  
Limited power supplyLimited power supply

Preserving privacyPreserving privacy
Security/Safety related applicationsSecurity/Safety related applications

PeerPeer--toto--peer data miningpeer data mining
Large decentralized asynchronous environmentsLarge decentralized asynchronous environments



What is a PeerWhat is a Peer--toto--peer (P2P) Network?peer (P2P) Network?
Relies primarily on the computing resources of the Relies primarily on the computing resources of the 
participants in the network rather than a relatively low participants in the network rather than a relatively low 
number of servers. number of servers. 

P2P networks are typically used for connecting nodes via P2P networks are typically used for connecting nodes via 
largely ad hoc connections. largely ad hoc connections. 

No central administrator/coordinatorNo central administrator/coordinator

Peers simultaneously function as both "clients" and "servers" Peers simultaneously function as both "clients" and "servers" 

Privacy is an important issue in most P2P applicationsPrivacy is an important issue in most P2P applications



Where do we find P2P Networks?Where do we find P2P Networks?

FileFile--sharing networkssharing networks
KaZAaKaZAa, Napster,  Gnutella, Napster,  Gnutella

Sensor Networks?Sensor Networks?
Mobile AdMobile Ad--hoc hoc NETworkNETwork (MANET)?(MANET)?

Next Generation:Next Generation:
P2P Search Engines P2P Search Engines 
Social NetworksSocial Networks
Digital librariesDigital libraries
P2P “P2P “YouTubeYouTube”?”?



What is the best What is the best 
searchsearch--key to search key to search 

for “Child Care”?for “Child Care”?

Has Has 
anybody anybody 
found a found a 

cheap store cheap store 
to buy a to buy a 
digital digital 

camera?camera?

What is the What is the 
most visited most visited 
newsnews--page page 
in network in network 

today?today?

What is the What is the 
mostmost--likely likely 
browsing browsing 
pattern to pattern to 

know about know about 
“Data “Data 

Mining”?Mining”?

Motivation : P2P Search EngineMotivation : P2P Search Engine



Data SourcesData Sources
WebWeb--browser historybrowser history
Browser cacheBrowser cache
ClickClick--stream data stored at browser (browsing pattern)stream data stored at browser (browsing pattern)
Search queries typed in the search engineSearch queries typed in the search engine
User profileUser profile
BookmarksBookmarks

Indexing, clustering, data analysis in a decentralized asynchronIndexing, clustering, data analysis in a decentralized asynchronous mannerous manner
ScalabilityScalability
PrivacyPrivacy

ChallengesChallenges



Related Work on PeerRelated Work on Peer--toto--Peer Data Peer Data 
MiningMining

Distributed Majority Voting Algorithm Distributed Majority Voting Algorithm 
(Gifford, 1979; Thomas, 1979; Wolff, Schuster, 2003)(Gifford, 1979; Thomas, 1979; Wolff, Schuster, 2003)
P2P Association Rule Learning (Wolff, Schuster, 2003)P2P Association Rule Learning (Wolff, Schuster, 2003)
Gossiping (Gossiping (KempeKempe, Dobra, , Dobra, GehrkeGehrke 2003)2003)
BandhopadhayaBandhopadhaya et al.‘05et al.‘05
P2P L2 Norm Monitoring (Wolff, P2P L2 Norm Monitoring (Wolff, BhaduriBhaduri, Kargupta, 2005), Kargupta, 2005)
P2P Clustering (P2P Clustering (DuttaDutta, Giannella, Kargupta, 2006), Giannella, Kargupta, 2006)
P2P Random Sampling (P2P Random Sampling (DuttaDutta, , GianellaGianella, Kargupta, 2007), Kargupta, 2007)



Locality Sensitive Distributed AlgorithmsLocality Sensitive Distributed Algorithms

Global algorithms: Know Global algorithms: Know 
everything about the entire everything about the entire 
network network 

Every node needs to maintain information Every node needs to maintain information 
about the entire networkabout the entire network

Maintaining this information is resource Maintaining this information is resource 
intensive for large networksintensive for large networks

Local algorithms: Communicate Local algorithms: Communicate 
only with the local neighborhood.only with the local neighborhood.

Does locality imply efficiency?Does locality imply efficiency?



Bounded Communication Local Bounded Communication Local 
AlgorithmsAlgorithms

Every node communicates with its local neighborhoodEvery node communicates with its local neighborhood

In addition, the total amount of communication with its In addition, the total amount of communication with its 
neighbors is also boundedneighbors is also bounded



Defining the ProblemDefining the Problem
Let Let G=(V, E)G=(V, E) be a graphbe a graph
Let         be the set of all neighboring nodes of the Let         be the set of all neighboring nodes of the kk--thth
node node 

Need a decomposable representation where              Need a decomposable representation where              
can be computed from locally computed functionscan be computed from locally computed functions

ExampleExample:  :  
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ApproachesApproaches
Function computation through decomposable Function computation through decomposable 
representationsrepresentations

Monitoring ProblemsMonitoring Problems
Approximate DecompositionsApproximate Decompositions

Randomized techniquesRandomized techniques
SamplingSampling--based approximationsbased approximations
VariationalVariational approximationsapproximations

Exact DecompositionsExact Decompositions
Deterministic techniquesDeterministic techniques



Local L2 Norm Monitoring AlgorithmLocal L2 Norm Monitoring Algorithm
Initial setup: each peer hasInitial setup: each peer has

A data vectorA data vector
Some global pattern vectorSome global pattern vector

Monitoring Problem: Monitoring Problem: 
Is the L2 norm of the distance between the average data vector aIs the L2 norm of the distance between the average data vector and the pattern nd the pattern 
vector greater than a given constant vector greater than a given constant εε

ΑΑpplications:pplications:
CentroidCentroid monitoringmonitoring
Eigenvector monitoringEigenvector monitoring

j i

XXijij, , wwijij

XXjiji, , wwjiji



NotationsNotations

PP11,…, ,…, PPnn –– set of peersset of peers
PPii’s local vectors ’s local vectors --
SSi,ti,t –– data at time tdata at time t
XXijij –– sent by Psent by Pii to to PPjj

KKii –– knowledge   knowledge   ( ( SSi,ti,t++XXjiji ))
AAijij –– agreementagreement ( ( XXijij++XXjiji ))
WWijij –– withheld      withheld      ( ( KKii –– AAijij ))
GGtt –– average of all peersaverage of all peers

WijAij

Ki

All vectors computations are local to a peer

Transform the task to a Transform the task to a 
geometric problemgeometric problem



PossibilitiesPossibilities

1.1. All 3 vectors inside circleAll 3 vectors inside circle
2.2. All 3 vectors outside circleAll 3 vectors outside circle
3.3. Some are inside, some are outsideSome are inside, some are outside

Theorem:Theorem:
If for If for everyevery peer and peer and eacheach of its neighbours of its neighbours bothboth the the 
agreement and the withheld knowledge are in a convex agreement and the withheld knowledge are in a convex 
shape (here a circle) shape (here a circle) -- then so is the global average then so is the global average 

[Wolff, [Wolff, BhaduriBhaduri, Kargupta, 2006], Kargupta, 2006]



Overall AlgorithmOverall Algorithm

(A) Area inside (A) Area inside εε circle. (B) Seven evenly spaced vectors. (C) circle. (B) Seven evenly spaced vectors. (C) 
Borders of seven halfBorders of seven half--spaces spaces uuii.x.x ≥≥ ε ε define a polygon. (D) define a polygon. (D) 
Area between circle and union of halfArea between circle and union of half--spacesspaces
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Extension: Computing Cluster Extension: Computing Cluster CentroidCentroid

Beyond MonitoringBeyond Monitoring

Exact Exact locallocal algorithm not availablealgorithm not available

How about Approximation?How about Approximation?



ApproximationApproximation
EstimateEstimate

Cardinal samplingCardinal sampling

Ordinal relaxationOrdinal relaxation
Interested in constructing an orderingInterested in constructing an ordering
Find the ones that rank highFind the ones that rank high

)( kk ΩΦ



Cardinal Approximation: Inner ProductCardinal Approximation: Inner Product

Node 1Node 1 Node2Node2
Node 1 computes ZNode 1 computes Z1,k1,k

ZZ1k1k=A1.J=A1.J11+..+An.J+..+An.Jnn

JJii ∈∈ {+1,{+1,--1} with uniform 1} with uniform 
probabilityprobability

Node 2 calculates ZNode 2 calculates Z2,k2,k
ZZ2k2k=B1.J=B1.J11+..+Bn.J+..+Bn.Jnn

ComputeCompute zz1,k1,k.z.z2,k 2,k for a few for a few 
times and take the averagetimes and take the average

A1
A2
.
.

An

B1
B2
.
.

Bn

Random 
Seed 

generator

Z1,k Z2,k



Sampling in Distributed Sampling in Distributed 
EnvironmentsEnvironments

i.i.di.i.d sampling through random walk: Needs more attention for sampling through random walk: Needs more attention for 
data mining applicationdata mining application

MetropollisMetropollis--Hasting algorithm for random walk with Hasting algorithm for random walk with O(lgO(lg n) steps n) steps 
for selecting for selecting i.i.di.i.d. samples. samples
Issues: Issues: 

Nodes may have different degreesNodes may have different degrees
Nodes may contain different number of data Nodes may contain different number of data tuplestuples

p1 p2

p4

p7

p3
p5

p6



Ordinal vs. Cardinal Decision MakingOrdinal vs. Cardinal Decision Making

BlindBlind--folded personfolded person
Which ball weighs how much?Which ball weighs how much?
Which ball is heavier?Which ball is heavier?



Ordinal Inner Product ComputationOrdinal Inner Product Computation

Each node has a vector Each node has a vector XXi i 

Compute the Inner Product MatrixCompute the Inner Product Matrix
Every node needs Every node needs XXi i from every node.from every node.

How about finding just the topHow about finding just the top--k entries of the inner k entries of the inner 
product matrix?product matrix?
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Privacy and Data MiningPrivacy and Data Mining

““the best (and perhaps only) way to the best (and perhaps only) way to 
overcome the overcome the ‘‘limitationslimitations’’ of data mining of data mining 
techniques is to do more research in data techniques is to do more research in data 
mining, including areas like data security and mining, including areas like data security and 
privacyprivacy--preserving data miningpreserving data mining, which are , which are 
actually active and growing research areas.actually active and growing research areas.””
-- SIGKDD Executive Committee, SIGKDD Executive Committee, “’“’Data MiningData Mining’’
Is NOT Against Civil Liberties,Is NOT Against Civil Liberties,”” 2003.2003.

PrivacyPrivacy--preserving data mining ispreserving data mining is ““the study of how the study of how 
to produce valid mining models and patterns to produce valid mining models and patterns 
without disclosing private information.without disclosing private information.””
-- F. Giannotti and F. Bonchi, F. Giannotti and F. Bonchi, ““Privacy Preserving Privacy Preserving 
Data Mining,Data Mining,”” KDUbiq Summer School, 2006.KDUbiq Summer School, 2006.



PrivacyPrivacy--Preserving Data Mining (PPDM)Preserving Data Mining (PPDM)

Organization A

Compare, match, and analyze data from different organizationsCompare, match, and analyze data from different organizations
without disclosing the private data without disclosing the private data 

to any other partyto any other party

Data

Data

Data

Organization B Organization C



Blending PrivacyBlending Privacy--Preserving TechniquesPreserving Techniques

Some of the Existing Frameworks:Some of the Existing Frameworks:
Data sanitizationData sanitization
Random additive noise (Random additive noise (AgrawalAgrawal and and SrikantSrikant, 2001; Kargupta, 2003), 2001; Kargupta, 2003)
Random multiplicative noise (Liu, Kargupta, 2004)Random multiplicative noise (Liu, Kargupta, 2004)
Secured MultiSecured Multi--Party Computation (Party Computation (GoldreichGoldreich, 1998, , 1998, ClifftonCliffton et al., 2003)et al., 2003)
KK--Anonymity (Anonymity (Sweeney, 2002)Sweeney, 2002)

Problems: Makes many assumptions about the user behavior.Problems: Makes many assumptions about the user behavior.
Performs computations and communications as expectedPerforms computations and communications as expected
SemiSemi--honesthonest



Game Theoretic PerspectiveGame Theoretic Perspective

MultiMulti--Party PPDM as gamesParty PPDM as games

Related Work:Related Work:
HalpernHalpern and Teague, 2004 explored and Teague, 2004 explored Shamir’sShamir’s secret sharing secret sharing 
problem from game theoretic perspectiveproblem from game theoretic perspective
Zhang et al, 2005Zhang et al, 2005
Abraham et al., 2006 extended their earlier work introduced Abraham et al., 2006 extended their earlier work introduced 
generalized notion of generalized notion of nashnash equilibriumequilibrium
Kargupta, Das, Liu, 2006Kargupta, Das, Liu, 2006



33--Party Secure Sum ComputationParty Secure Sum Computation

v1

v2
v3

zz11=(R+v=(R+v11) mod N) mod N

zz22=(z=(z11+v+v22) mod N) mod N

zz33=(z=(z22+v+v33) mod N) mod N

• Each party has a number

• Compute the sum without 
divulging the numbers 

• Consider a sequence of 
secure sum operations.

R is uniformly distributed in [0, NR is uniformly distributed in [0, N--1]1]



Gaming StrategiesGaming Strategies

ComputingComputing
Perform or do not perform the local computation.Perform or do not perform the local computation.

CommunicationCommunication
Communicate or do not communicate with the necessary parties.Communicate or do not communicate with the necessary parties.

Privacy attacks on the data by individual usersPrivacy attacks on the data by individual users
Attack the messages received from other parties for divulging Attack the messages received from other parties for divulging 
privacyprivacy--sensitive information regarding other parties.sensitive information regarding other parties.

Privacy attacks through collusionPrivacy attacks through collusion
Collude with others Collude with others 



Computing and CommunicationComputing and Communication

Let Let zzii be the number of computation nodebe the number of computation node i i performs out of performs out of 
mmii operations that an ideal party should perform.operations that an ideal party should perform.

If If zzii < m< mii then it contributesthen it contributes
Error in overall estimation of the sumError in overall estimation of the sum
Savings in computing load.Savings in computing load.

The effect of (mThe effect of (mi i -- zzii ) on the utility function can be assumed ) on the utility function can be assumed 
to be linear to be linear 

Similar effect of the communication strategySimilar effect of the communication strategy



Individual Privacy AttacksIndividual Privacy Attacks

F Define random variables W and Z as follows:

W = V +R, Z =W mod N,

F Can show that the joint probability mass function of Z, V ,
fZV (z, v) = fZ(z)fV (v).

F Z and V are statically independent, and hence, Z does not
contain any information about V .



Analysis of Collusion for Secure SumAnalysis of Collusion for Secure Sum

We can arrange the sites in the following order:

v1v2 . . . vs−k−1| {z }
honest sites

vi vi+1 . . . vi+k| {z }
colluding sites

We have
s−k−1X
j=1

vj| {z }
denoted by X

+vi = v −
i+kX
j=i+1

vj| {z }
denoted by C

,

where v is the total sum of the s values.



ContinuedContinued

F Each vj (j = 1, . . . , s) is a discrete random variable independent and
uniformly taking non-negative integer values over the interval {0, 1, . . . ,m}.

F Hence, X is the sum of (s− k− 1) independent and uniformly distributed
discrete random variables.

F

Privacybreach = Posterior − Prior

=
1

(m+ 1)(s−k−1)

rX
j=0

(−1)jCj(s−k−1)C(r−j)(m+1)+t(s−k−1)+(r−j)(m+1)+t−1

− 1

m+ 1
.



Utility Function LandscapeUtility Function Landscape
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Nash EquilibriumNash Equilibrium

Nash equilibrium of a game guarantees that that if one player Nash equilibrium of a game guarantees that that if one player 
deviates from her equilibrium point, she cannot earn anything modeviates from her equilibrium point, she cannot earn anything more if re if 
everybody else adhere to their equilibrium strategies.everybody else adhere to their equilibrium strategies.

What if more than one person deviate from the equilibrium strateWhat if more than one person deviate from the equilibrium strategy?gy?



αα--Resilient EquilibriumResilient Equilibrium

F An equilibrium is α-resilient if it tolerates deviations by coalitions of
size up to α.

F A joint action profile (σ1, σ2, · · · σn) is α-resilient if for any coalition of
size less than or equal to α that deviates from the equilibrium, none of
the members of this coalition do better than they do with action profile
(σ1, σ2, · · · σn).



AnalysisAnalysis

The ideal scenario where each party abide by the rules of secureThe ideal scenario where each party abide by the rules of secure
sum is not a equilibrium condition.sum is not a equilibrium condition.

Each party will find the optimal number of colluding partners.Each party will find the optimal number of colluding partners.

Any way out?Any way out?



Cheap Talk and Punishment StrategiesCheap Talk and Punishment Strategies

In game theory, Cheap talk (Farrell and Rabin,1996) is preIn game theory, Cheap talk (Farrell and Rabin,1996) is pre--play play 
communication which carries no cost but a threat to penalize if communication which carries no cost but a threat to penalize if 
misbehavior is detected.misbehavior is detected.

In order to form a colluding group In order to form a colluding group ii--thth party needs to propose to party needs to propose to jj--thth
party. This may result in the following response:party. This may result in the following response:

jj--thth party accepts the invitation to colludeparty accepts the invitation to collude
jj--thth party rejects the invitation to collude and invokes a punishmenparty rejects the invitation to collude and invokes a punishment strategyt strategy

Example of a punishment strategy:Example of a punishment strategy:
Split the local data in different random parts and perform a sepSplit the local data in different random parts and perform a separate secure sum arate secure sum 
for each of these parts.for each of these parts.
Increases the computation cost.Increases the computation cost.



Cheap Talk in ActionCheap Talk in Action
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How to Implement Cheap Talk and Penalty Scheme?How to Implement Cheap Talk and Penalty Scheme?

Centralized ApproachCentralized Approach
Decentralized ApproachDecentralized Approach

Good nodes talk to their neighbors and warns about the penalty Good nodes talk to their neighbors and warns about the penalty 
policypolicy
Bad nodes send out invitations to colludeBad nodes send out invitations to collude

Penalty SchemePenalty Scheme
Policy I: Policy I: Remove the party from the multiRemove the party from the multi--party privacyparty privacy--preserving data mining preserving data mining 
application environment because of policy violation.application environment because of policy violation.

Policy II: if a party suspects a colluding group of size k‘ (an Policy II: if a party suspects a colluding group of size k‘ (an estimate of k) then it may estimate of k) then it may 
split the every number used in a secure sum among k' different psplit the every number used in a secure sum among k' different parts and demand k arts and demand k 
rounds of secure sum computation one for each of these k' parts.rounds of secure sum computation one for each of these k' parts.



Policy II: Randomly Split SharesPolicy II: Randomly Split Shares

Each good node (i) has its local estimate of the maximal size (Each good node (i) has its local estimate of the maximal size (kkii) of ) of 
the colluding party.the colluding party.

Node i splits its local value vNode i splits its local value vii among among kkii random shares and run a random shares and run a 
separate secure sum algorithm for each share.separate secure sum algorithm for each share.

Penalty mechanism works in a decentralized asynchronous manner.Penalty mechanism works in a decentralized asynchronous manner.



Simulation ResultsSimulation Results

Simulation with 500 nodes; Converges to equilibrium state Simulation with 500 nodes; Converges to equilibrium state 
corresponding to no collusion.corresponding to no collusion.
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ConclusionsConclusions
P2P Data Mining: An emerging area of distributed data P2P Data Mining: An emerging area of distributed data 
mining with many potential applicationsmining with many potential applications

Local algorithms Local algorithms 
Exact local algorithmsExact local algorithms
Approximate local algorithms:Approximate local algorithms:

Probabilistic approximationProbabilistic approximation
Deterministic approximationDeterministic approximation

Privacy is an important issue in P2P data miningPrivacy is an important issue in P2P data mining
PrivacyPrivacy--preserving data mining algorithms need to meet the realpreserving data mining algorithms need to meet the real--
life challenges.life challenges.
Game theory offers an interesting avenue Game theory offers an interesting avenue 




